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When a human awakens, it can see all that which can't be otherwise seen. Have you met your
own self yet or are you still struggling?The Universal Words will take you on a journey of a
human awakening through such words which have their universal relevance as and whenever a
human discovers or tries to discover The Truth of Nature, of the physical world and that which is
seldom called to as spiritual. It rhythmically covers different realisations that generally takes
place over different phases of a human self-realisation journey starting majorly from living life as
A Stranger to eventually becoming An Active Player.

From the AuthorTo be here or somewhere,do not trap yourself,to seek blessing or to do
prayer,do not trap yourself,to be or not to be,do not trap yourself,to be a part of this space or a
detached one,do not trap yourself,just keep your intentions wise, true and clear,the shelf of the
selfwill automatically organise itself.From the Inside FlapSimplicityClearing all the hurdles,he
first sat and then lied upon the beautiful green grass,he thought like he has identified all his
massbut the next moment he realised how he was under stating the class of the natural
brass,the ocean he found has no definite ends,the subject of knowledge has its own
dividends,the speed of transcendence dependsupon the nature of time one spendsespecially
over one's weekends,the more one knows, the more one wants,the more one wants, the more
one gets,complexity is not about intensityfor the finest complexity lies in the simplest
simplicity,simplicity beholds each bit of every entity,it provides one with an awareness of
synchronicity,which converts knowledge and learningto wisdom and clarity,rigidity is a
constraint, shed it,flexibility is a saint, bear it,hurdles are just like any other event,it's the
emphasis one gives to themwhich supplements the space of one's discontent,do not face them
while giving any extra importance,rather observe the inter-relational aspect of your till date
earthly performance,to arrive at consentwith oneself and the creator of its distinct scent. From
the Back CoverReveal for Your Self, Its Original Self.About the AuthorJepranshu Aganivanshi is
an Indian writer, architect, teacher and human development planner who nearly re-taught
himself after attaining his formal education to realise and embrace interconnectivity of this
natural system of which we all are part of. Nature, music and words are important for him and so
came an understanding of rhythm at first and art of poetry thereafter he feels which streamlines
his thought process in sync with the larger picture of the larger vision he says. He is interested in
nearly every art form and subject in human consciousness and loves to explore and discover
them whenever he gets a chance to do so.His primary objective of life is to contribute in raising
the collective consciousness of this plane of existence.As a writer he has published The
Universal Words: Identify Your Original Self, We're The One: From The Eye of Unity and India:
The Earth-Illuminator so far.Read more
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Jepranshu AganivanshiThe Universal WordsIdentify Your Original SelfCopyright ©
2017Jepranshu AganivanshiAll rights reserved. This book or any portion thereofmay not be
reproduced or used in any manner whatsoeverwithout the express written permission of the
authorexcept for the use of brief quotations in a book
review. jepranshu@gmail.comOverflowingall the oceans,I sat on a chair,thinking,about my first
mienon this Globe,and believe me or not,I still have a picture ofamazement,of my first sight of
this worldly realm.ContentsIntroductionThe Early PhaseBeginning Fool me Twice
Silence is Golden Changes are Inevitable The Vicious CircleThe
Finish LineNothing is HeNothing is PermanentNothing is ConstantTheir Earthly TimeTime is
PreciousThe Longest MarathonKnowersInventionsBelieve in YourselfThe Common SageRise
UpLike a StarThe Favourite SonThe Culminating PhaseA State of ReceivingInvisibilityInfinityEle
mentsExistenceDimensionsGeometryIntelligenceTimeAgesColoursFather  The First StanceCon
scienceCourageMysteryEmptinessSurvivalInspirationSufferingsEgoPatienceCreativityActionsRe
ligionIntersectionsLoveIdentityMemoryUnionHomeWarriorIntegrityPeaceSimplicityConstitutionA
warenessEnlightenmentPurposeThe Final DestinationThe Final WordsAbout
authorIntroductionThe human race has been naturally aware, it has been gifted with unique
capabilities of observing and analysing, it has been imparted with distinct qualities like
compassion and generosity and above all it has got embedded with itself with this verse’s most
powerful instrument i.e. a human brain. There are other species also which have some colours of
the above mentioned things, but the race of humanity is equipped with the highest version of the
world’s only operating system. It has been a phenomenal collective journey but it shall always
be remembered by a human individual that not every software upgrade is better than the
previous one. The events of the world have fastened themselves like never before but the
essence somehow of being a living species and that too of being a Homo Sapiens surprisingly
remains the same.Everything that has a beginning is also attached with its end and no human
individual or civilisation is left untouched with the rule of this natural alignment. The Human
system has made tremendous development since its existence and it will get intensified further
which are good signs of progression but, will the identity with which a human is working in or
bound to work in, in the collective ongoing modern human civilisation is helping in the creation of
a better streamlined earth which will increase the lifespan of the ongoing civilisation and
enhance the worthiness of each of its human individual - the answer to it is quite doubtful. Time
has never been stagnant - nothing is permanent some might make a comment supporting it, but
there is one thing which will continue to exist as it is, for the ages to come as it has existed since
all the ages of the nature’s own existence - the rulebook of the natural system, for there was not
a visionless or an unaware parliament like that of a human nation out there.The Universal Words
are words of prime significance from our common natural constitution which is ever-stagnant yet
ever-alive, which never sees a change in themselves yet flourishing in every moment, in each
living being's moment both individually and infinitely.The book is divided into two parts, 'The
Early Phase' and 'The Culminating Phase' metaphorically explaining the two stages of a



human's so-called self-realisation journey. It has 60 medium length poems along with 16
'doha' (couplets) and 7 intersections (short poems) arranged in a manner in which the cycle of
an individual's realisation generally takes place from being in an Unknown state to being a
Learner to becoming an Observer to understanding deep mysteries of Existence to integrating
the Self with That Only Self.Doha 01A new beginning is an outcomeof an ending of an event
layout,for even a new breathe comesafter one is left out.The Early Phase01. BeginningA
beginning always follows an ending,worldly meaning of a specific thinggenerally shows off only
its upper topping,for context changes everythingand definitions also can not get rid of this
zoning,every beginning is always a resultant of an ending,ignoring the previous settinghinders
the visionand heightens the illusion,it should be well perceived henceforthespecially, the event
which took the self towards the north,moving forward without realisingwill lead a human to
several unknown endings,if one learns but the art of understandingthe inter-relationship
between one's physical dressing and its beholding natural setting,deepens ones interpretationof
the true nature of losing,of the true nature of evolving,living a life of ignorancewill take you to
various beginnings,living a life of awarenesson the other hand gives one a chanceto write one's
own endingand that toowith no further physical beginnings.02. Fool me TwiceAt an altitudeof
nearly half the magnitudeof the worlds highest landform altitude,I closed my eyes with
gratitudeand saw our existence from very close,sparkling the current,it got faded then after a
moment,I urged The Almighty,tell me, whats there behind the scenery,I know its not that
easy,privilege me with that courtesy,for ityou may fool me twice or thricebut I am sure that
somedayyou will offer me the right dice,the day length may varybut that day, I will certainly feel
airy.03. Silence is GoldenSilence has often been perceivedto just as the lack of noise,it can only
be listened profoundly butthrough the instrument of eyes,the level of frequency variesand a
specie, is only able to listento a classified range of frequencies,places which are mechanically
silentbeholds in themselves a different nature of vibrance,external noise can produce and
seducethe physical form of various rootsbut noise without human wordshas the ability toproduce
distinct and rare fruits,it helps one in recruiting the receptive nature of a balloon,it helps in
reshaping the quality of one's inner typhoon,it helps in rejuvenating ones overall vision,it helps in
clarifying all ones pre-existing illusion,silence is really golden,one should actually wonderwhy
human beings are frequently found ignoringthis invisible yet ever-dynamic quantum motion,for it
teaches one the reality of alliance,it decreases one's level of reliance,it gifts oneself the license
for receiving wisdom,making one to acknowledge everything,may it be the nature of defianceor
that of an astrological science.04. Changes are InevitableChanges are inevitable,a human shall
thus focuson converting its locusto being meaningful, memorableand
unquestionable,spontaneity is neededbut one shall understandthat nothing is spontaneousin
this cyclic radiusat least in the subtle realms,the journey of knowledge shapes itselffrom being
known to unknownand then from being unknown to known,how can the path be linear
then,actions will have its own reactions,attractions will have its own subtractions,things are
destined to changebut what we as a community shall exchangeis an enhanced level of clarity



and vision,which will help us to rearrangeour dual reality, our dual nature,which will subsequently
guide our formulated selves to a spacewhere there exists only joy with no chains, no caves.Doha
02Creation and destructiongoes hand in hand,like rotation and revolutionplans together all the
unplanned.05. The Vicious CircleThere is a line they saywhich one has to follow,one has to
align,in order to designand proceed towards ones defined existential outline,everything is inside,
does not meansthat it is not outside,cherishing,learning,working,dreamingto become someone
elsecan never put the beltson the place where its meant to be,one himself is a warriorto cross
away all those lines which acts as a barrier,to succeed and concedeto this vicious circleof
consecutive days and endless nights,of cyclic cycles and regular infinite.06. The Finish LineAn
old man with a folded cuffwas sitting on a chairreading some spiritual stuff,I asked him if it was
tough,looking at the sky,remembering his tieand that colourful little butterfly,he replied in a gentle
voice,we are just part of a game my child,of whose aim and objective has been laidby the
Creator itselfand now I have realised the concept of oneself,
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Ebook Tops Reader, “... thought of author is quit different this is very nice book related to
spirituality. The thought of author is quit different this is very nice book related to spirituality”

The book by Ar. Jepranshu Aganivanshi has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 3 people have provided
feedback.
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